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:&heAerodynamic FoZces on Airships.

t

summary.

The results of the two preceding notes are applied to air-

ships and ohecked with wind tunnel tests.

1. The Air

In the fizst

Forces Observed on an Airship Modei.

two notes of this series I disoussed the dynam-

ical forces of bodies moving along a straight or curved path in

a perfect flui~ In particular I consid&red the case of a straight

&d very elongated body and ~ special case a=~in ;f bounded ‘D~r a

surface of revolution.

The hulls of modern rigid airships are mostly surfaces of rev-

olution and rather elongated ones too. The ratio of the length td

the greatest diameter varies from 6 to 10. With this elongation,

particularly if greater than 8, the relations valid for infinite

elongation r~uire only a small correction, only a few percentj
.

which”a be estimated from the case of ellipsoids for which the-

forces are known for any elongation. It i$ true that the trans-
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verse forces are not only increasea or decreased uziformlys but

also the character of their distribution is slightly changed.

But this c= be neglected fur most practical applicatio&, and

especially so since t~ere are other ~fferenees between theoreti-

cal and the actual phenomena.

‘Serious-differences

air is a.perfect fluid.

forces do not agree with

air force’is by no means
,,

are implied by the assumption that the

It is not, and as a“consmuence the air

those in a perfect fluid. The resulting

a resulting moment only; it is well known ~

that the airship hull experiences both a drag and a lift, if in-

clined. The discussion of the drag is beyond the scope of this

note. The lift is very small, less than one percent of the lift of

a wing with tie same surface area. But the resulting moment is

comparatively small too, and thus it happens as it app&ars from

model tests with hulls, that the resulting moment about the center

of volume is only a-bout70j$

It appears however”that the

the”same range of magnitude

of that expected in a perfect fluid.

actual resulting moment is at least of

and the contemplation of the perfect

fluid gives therefore an explanation of the phenomenon. The dif-

ference can be explained. The flow is not perfectly irrotational

‘rmtthere are free vortiges near the hull, especially at its rear

end,

rear

respeet to the center of volume. What is perhaps more impo~tant,

they produce a kind of induced downwash, diminishing tile effective

angle of attack and hence the unstable moment.

when the air leaves the hull. They give a lift acting at the

end of the hull and hence decreasing the unstable moment with
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This refers to airship hulls without fins, which are of no

praotical 2nterest. Airship hulls with fins must be considered ir.
.

a &fferent way. The fins are a kind of wings and the flow around

them, if they are inclined, is far from being even approximately

irrotationall~nd their lift is not zero. The circulation of the

inclined fins is not zero and as they are arranged in the rear of

the ship, the vertioal flow induced by the fins around the hill

is directed upwards if the ship is nosed up. Therefore the effeob

ive angle of attaok is increased and the influence of the lift of

the hull itself is counteracted. For this reason it is to be ex-

pected

better

cussed

that the’transverse forces of hulls with fins in air agree

with these in a perfect fluid. Some model tests to be dis-

now oonfirm this. ●

These tests give the lift and the moment with respect to the

center of volume at different angles of attao~ and with two dif-

ferent sizes of fins. Compute the difference between the observed

moment smd the expected moment of the hull alone, and divide the

difference by the observed lift. The apparent center of pressure

of the lift of the fins results. If this oenter of pressure is

situated near the middle of the fin&, and it is, it cam be infer-

re~ that the aotual flow of the air around the hull is not very

different from the flow of a perfeot fluid. It follows then

the distribution of the tr~sverse forces in a perfect fluid

a good aPProxi~t~on of the actual distribution and not only

the case of straight flight under consideration, but also if

ship moves along a circular path.

that

gives

for

the

I

\
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The model tests which I prooeed to use were made by Georg

Fuhrmann in the old G&t ingen wind tunnel and published in the

Zeitschrift fur Flugteohnik und Motorluftsbhiffahrt, 191O. The

model, represented in Fig. 1, had a length of 1145 mm., a maxinnm.

diameter of 188 gq., and a volu??eof 0.0182 cum: Two sets of

fins were attached to the hull, one ~ter another; the smaller

fiqs were rectangular, 6.5 X 13 Gin.,end the M&r ones, 8 x 15

cm. (Vol~e)2/3= 0.069 ~.m. In Fig,’1, both fins are put in.

The diagram in Fig. 2 gives both the observed lift end the moment

with respect to pV,””expressed by means of absolute coefficients.

They are reduced to the unit

the moment is reduoed.to the

the unit of {Volume)2’3,

Diagram Fig. 3 shows’the

computed as described before,

(

1

~f the dynamical pressure and also

unit of the volume, and the lift to

position of the oenter of pressure

and expressed as fraction of the

entire length. The two horizontal lines represent the leading

and the trailing end of the fins. It qpears that for both sizes

of the fins the curves nearly agree, particularly for greater an-

gles of attack at which the tests are more accurate. The-center

of pressure is situated at about 4@ of the chord of the fins.

I conclude from this that the theory of a perfect fluid gives a

good indication of the actual dtstrikution of the transverse

forces. Due to the small scale of the model, the agreement may be

even better with actual airships.
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2. Remark on the Required size of the Fins,

The last examination seems to indicate that the unsbab}.e,mo-

ment of the hull agrees nearly with tha,tin a perfect fluid. Xow

the actual airships with fins are statica~ly unstable, but not

much so, and for the ,p.resentgeneral-discussion it can be assumed
.

that the unstable moment of the hull is nearly neutralized-by the

tr%sverse force of the fins. I have shown that this unstable

moment is M = (VOIUme) (k= - kl) V2~ sin 2 U, where {k2 - kl)

denotes the faotor of correction due to finite elongation. Its

magnitude is discussed in the first note of

transverse force of the fins must be about

the distance between the fin and the center

this saries. Hence the

:f :::lt Yaofa::t::lp

a
.“ . .’

. Then the-effective area of the fins, that is, the’sxea of a wing

giving the same lift in a two-dimensional flow follows:

.

●

(Volume) (k - kl)
a

Taking into aocount the span b of the fins, that is, t~e dis-

tance of two utmost points of a pair of fins, the effective fin

area S must be

{Volume) (k, - k,) 1+2:2
x.

a . IT

This area S however is greater than the actual fin area. Its

exact size is uncertain but a far better approximation than the

fin area is obtained by tsking the projection of the fins and - -,
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the part of the hull between them. This is particularly

the diameter of the hull between

If the ends of two airships

fin area must be proportional to

the fins is small. “

are similar, it follows

true if

that the

(Volume)/a or, less exaot; to

the greatest cross seotion rather than to (Volume)’i’.

This refers to circular section airships. Hulls with ellip- ‘

tical section r~uire greater fins parallel to the greater plan

view. If the greater axis of the ellipse is horizontal, such ships

are subjeoted to the same bending moments for ~tial lift and size,

but the section modulus is smaller, and hence the stresses

creaseti They require, however, a smaller angle of attaok

. ssme lift. The reverse holds true for elliptical sections

the greater axes vertical..

3. The Airship in circular Flight.

.

are in-

fer the

with

If the airship flies along-a circular path, the centrifugal

force must be neutralized by the”transverse force of the fin, for

OnlY the fin gives a consider~le resultant transverse force. At

the

ble

lar

same time the fin is supposed nearly to neutralize the unst-

moment. I have shown now in the previous note that the =i~~-
.

velocity, though indeed producing a considerable change of the

distribution of the transverse forces, and hence of the bending

moments, does not give rise to a resulting force or moment. Hence

the ship flying along the circular path must be inclined by the

same angle as
.

linear fliglit.

if the transverse force is produced during a recti-

From the e?2uationof the transverse force

—
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i-t follows that

This expression

distribution of

in turn oan be used fur the determination of the

the transverse forces due tb the inclination.

The resultant transverse force is produced by the inclination of

the fins. The rotation of the rudder has chiefly the purpose of

neutralizing the damping moment of the fins themselves.

From the last relation follows the distribution of the trans-

verse foroes due to the inclination
.

(1) ~VzE &ati
2 “R.

●

This is only one part of the transverse forces. The other part is

due to the-angular velocity, it’is approximately

(2) ‘x ‘s V2~dx+(k +sina)v=p SdX*“k——
a:Rti 2 2

-E-. .
..

as proven in the previous note. Another seconciady

mentioned in the second notes oan be neglected.“ The first term in

(2) together with (1) gives a part of the bending moment. The

second term in (2) (hating the &pposite direction as the first one

and as the centrifugal force) ia almost neutzalizea by the centrif-

ugal forces of the ship and gives additioti~ bending moments not

ve& considerable either. It appeam then that the ship experi-

.
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ences smaller bending moments when oreating an

to the centrifugal force than when creating the

foroe duzing a straight fli&ht. For ships with

air foroe opposite ‘

same transverse

elliptical seo-

tions this cannot be said so generally. The second term in (2)

will then less perfectly neutralize the cmtrifu~ foroe, if that

can be said at all and the bending moments become”greatez in most ~
.,

cases.

.

,

.

.
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